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REST IN PEACE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

May has been a sad month at the shelter, as we had to say goodbye to two of our dogs:  

Stanley  

On the 5th May we had to make the very hard decision 

to put Stanley to sleep. We rescued Stanley in July 

2014. He was Skeleton thin under his hair, dehydrated, 

starving, hungry and swarming with fleas. He was a very 

old dog when he came to us and it was clear he had 

lived an extremely hard life.  

 
During his last few days, he could barely stand and it 

was obvious he was in pain. We had no choice but to 

end his suffering. Rest in Peace Stanley. You will be 

missed. 

Ranger 

We sadly have to let you know that Ranger passed away on the 29th May. Over the last few 

months he had been finding it increasingly difficult to walk. By the end, Ranger was in a great deal 

of pain and could no longer move or even get up. Diane & Tony made the heart-breaking decision 

to say goodbye and Ranger passed peacefully, surrounded by the Rowles family. Ranger was able 

to experience true love and respect, a small token to repay the joy he brought to those he       

encountered.   

 
Ranger was RSDR's very first rescue dog in 2007 after Luke befriended him on the streets. At 

some stage in his life, he had received a horrific head injury which had left him with an odd shaped 

skull and a face paralysed down one side. To see Ranger’s full story, please visit:                      

http://www.streetdogrescue.com/apps/photos/album?albumid=3683677  

 
Ranger was the one who began the legacy which has saved so many dogs and cats from a         

miserable life on the street. He is the very reason RSDR started.                                             

Rest in Peace beautiful boy; we will miss you so very much.  

http://www.streetdogrescue.com/apps/photos/album?albumid=3683677
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Olaf Potter  
We would like to say a big thank you to Olaf Potter, who, on the 23rd May, completed the 

Strong Viking Obstacle Run, raising €724 for RSDR in the process.  He completed the 19km 

course in a very respectable two and a half hours. We would like to thank Olaf for a  
wonderful effort and also to all those that supported and sponsored him. To view photos of 

Olaf’s Obstacle Run please go to:  http://www.streetdogrescue.com/

apps/photos/album?albumid=3683677 
 

Got some shopping to do online?  Next time when shopping go through Easyfundraising, and    

purchase your goods.  Choose from over 2000 of the UK's best known retailers including many 

popular names such as Amazon, M&S, Argos, John Lewis and HMV, and when you shop using the 

links on our site, up to 15% from every purchase will go to RSDR.  Press on the above banner. 

http://www.rsdrnederland.nl/strong-viking-hills-edition-2015
http://www.rsdrnederland.nl/strong-viking-hills-edition-2015
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NEW ARRIVALS  

Bambus & Greta   

Rescued 04 May 2015 

A family found Bambus and Greta at the side of the 

road in the middle of nowhere. Knowing about us and 

the work we do, they drove nearly 100 kilometres to 

bring them to us and ask for our help. The pups were a 

little timid and nervous when they first arrived but  
after a few days they were jumping up for attention and 

are now doing very well indeed.   

 

 

Rex 

 

Rescued 16 May 2015 

 
Rex turned up in a village not far from the shelter. His 

friendly nature led him to keep approaching children 

for attention; however, the children were scared and 

subsequently we were told that if we didn’t take him 
someone would kill him. Rex must previously have 

been trapped somewhere; his back end and tail were 

matted in excrement. Despite having no room, Rex 

was left at the shelter and the boys put up a kennel. 

Tysan and Tony shaved the worst parts of his matted 

hair and gave him a much-needed bath. Rex has 

showed himself to be a very friendly dog and is now 

available for adoption.  

Bella & Baxter  

 
We rescued Rosie in May. We spotted her lying on 

the side of the busy road through Rudozem whilst on 

our way home from the shelter. We simply could not 

leave her on the streets to fend for herself.  It soon 

became clear Rosie was pregnant and had been 

dumped on the streets to fend for herself. On the 

16th May 2015 Rosie gave birth to two healthy  
puppies – Bella and Baxter. Rosie is a fantastic mum 

and both pups are thriving. 

Baxter                        Bella  
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WASHINGTON ADOPTED IN BULGARIA  

Handsome Washington was adopted this month.  A friend of one of the people who was 

working on fixing our internet had been looking to adopt a dog. He and Washington hit if 

off straight away and now Washington has his own sofa and human.  

 
We had seen Washington regularly in the village near the shelter. He was a very big young 

boy who was very thin, desperate for food and desperate for company. We would feed him 

when we saw him but had no room for him at the shelter. Washington must have got fed 

up with waiting and turned up in the shelter yard.  

 

We are so happy this lovely boy has found his forever home.  
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RSDR NETHERLANDS EVENTS 

RSDR NL kicked off the month with the annual   

Podencomeeting. This event raises the awareness 

of the Podenco’s plight in the Mediterranean and it 

also allows other animal adoption organisations to      

represent and promote themselves. So of course 

RSDR had their own stand to sell things and      

promote the wonderful RSDR dogs. Some ‘Happy 

Shelter mix’ tea, especially made for RSDR, was 

sold and the usual doggy accessories and snacks of 

which the proceeds all go to RSDR of course. 

Nykk, Sophy and Cariad dropped by personally to 

show their best sides in the hope of finding their 

forever homes…and believe it or not, Sophy met 

her new owners during this event and Nykk was 

able to find his through some visitors too! And no 
fear, Cariad has found her forever home too! Now 

that is what we call a successful day! 

 

 

 

 

Wandel&Wasdag…You may or may not have 

guessed it but that is Dutch for ‘Walk and Wash 

day’! This event is held once or twice a year and 

allows ten lucky dogs to take a long walk together 

and round off the day getting washed, brushed and 

cuddled before being dropped off at home to relax. 

Thanks to Arina who hosted the event in her    

wonderful doggy salon. She herself, runs an        

organisation in Spain which rescues abandoned 

dogs. The contributions made by every owner were 

therefore split between the two organisations: 

RSDR and Spain meets Holland. Here are some 

photos of this pawesome day. 
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RSDR NETHERLANDS EVENTS 

Once again, many donations were made by some very 

generous people. On the 5th May we were lucky 

enough to collect food and other necessities from 

‘Handen voor Pootjes’ (Hands for Paws). A week later 

our very own RSDR dog Obi (Pieter) drove all the way 

to the other side of the country to pick up food and 

snacks from ‘Natural for Animals’ and many blankets, 

toys and doggy beds from another generous person. 

One of the newest team members of RSDR NL        

Miranada spent a whole   Sunday driving around picking 

up everything people had collected for the dogs and cats 

in Rudozem. Yup, that’s a lot of stuff that needs to make 

its way to the shelter in Rudozem! Some of it will be 

sent along with the van picking up the dogs for next 

adoption trip but as you guessed, we have so many 

things that it will not fit! We are now working on the 

possibility of finding regular transport to Rudozem to 

keep the food and snacks and toys and pillows and   

blankets flowing to the dogs and cats who need it! If you 

are reading this and know of any (regular) transport  

opportunities we could use at a very affordable price, 

please do contact us at rsdr.nl.team@gmail.com or    

follow us on Facebook. 

 

 

 

 
RSDR NL wants to show the world what wonderful 

companions RSDR dogs and cats make! Not only have 

several press releases been sent out to websites       

associated with adoption of shelter dogs but some 

RSDR dogs have become (semi) famous! Tobias has 

been featured in an article about shelter dogs from   

outside the Netherlands and RSDR has been mentioned 

too! Check out this handsome boy for yourself on:                            

www.hondenwens.nl/buitenlandsehonden. 

Speaking of top model RSDR dogs, Suzanne the talented 

photographer at Just Me Photography has come up with 

an amazing offer! For only €50 she organises a 1.5 hour 

long photo shoot with your dog and offers ten high 

quality and photo-shopped photos of your furry friend. 

And all proceeds go to RSDR! Happen to be in the 

Netherlands and would like some beautiful shots of your 

pawesome friend? Or know of someone in the       

Netherlands who does, find Suzanne and her talented 

self on www.facebook.com/blafindelensrsdr  
Or you can of course just look at some of the wonder-

ful photos she has already taken.  

mailto:rsdr.nl.team@gmail.com
http://www.hondenwens.nl/buitenlandsehonden
http://www.facebook.com/blafindelensrsdr
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GIFTS FOR  THE DOGS & CATS  

A big thank you to everyone who sent us gifts in May.   

 
If you would like to send us a care package of much needed items to help our animals. 

Have a look at our “Wish List” for the items we need. Please email:  

streetdogrescue@gmail.com for address direct to Bulgaria or collection point in the UK.  

 
Some items needed, include: Advocate or Stronghold pippettes (for small and medium 

dogs); any tick / flea pippettes mainly for small and medium dogs; multi worming treat-

ments, especially palatable wormers; antibiotics; toys and treats; blankets and towels. 

 
RSDR also have a Wish List on Amazon.co.uk. If you have an Amazon account, login to 

Amazon UK, and press on the Wish List on our Donate page on our website. Any of the 

items purchased on the RSDR Wish List, by yourself, will be sent automatically to RSDR. 

Follow this link to go to our Amazon - RSDR Wish List:  

http://www.streetdogrescue.com/donatehelp.htm 

mailto:streetdogrescue@gmail.com
http://amazon.co.uk/
http://www.streetdogrescue.com/donatehelp.htm
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.   DOG OF THE MONTH  

BANNER   

Banner came to us in December 2010. We rescued him from someone who was going 

to kill him. He was very thin and it was obvious he had been treated very badly.  
Despite his abusive past, he is a very friendly, affectionate boy who loves attention. He 

does play out with some of the other dogs at the shelter but hasn’t been very good at 

sharing a pen with them. He doesn’t like cats so would be suited to a home where he 

would be the only pet in the household.  

 
Banner is approximately six-years-old, medium sized and with a medium coat. He has 

been neutered, vaccinated and microchipped.  

 
If you think you could offer Banner the forever home he so deserves, please complete 

an adoption application on our website: www.streetdogrescue.com/adopt 

http://www.streetdogrescue.com/adopt

